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A NEW TYPE OF CLOSURE-LIKE OPERATOR VIA
FUZZY SEMIOPEN SETS

ANJANA BHATTACHARYYA

Abstract. This paper deals with a new type of closure operator in
fuzzy topological spaces, called sc-closure operator, which is an idem-
potent operator. Then the mutual relationships of this operator with
the operators defined in [2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10] are established. Afterwards, a
new type of separation axiom is introduced and studied here. In every
space with this axiom assumed fuzzy semiclosure operator and this
new operator are identical. In the last section some characterizations
of sc-closure operator have been done via fuzzy net.

1. Introduction

After the introduction by Chang of the concept of fuzzy clo-
sure operator [7] several types of fuzzy closure-like operators have
been introduced and studied. In this context we have to mention
[2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11]. Here we introduce a different type of fuzzy
closure-like operator, called sc-closure operator which is shown to be
an idempotent and isotonic operator. It is shown that, in every fuzzy
sc-regular space, fuzzy semiclosure operator and fuzzy sc-closure op-
erator coincide.
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to xt. Indeed, for any fuzzy semiopen set U in X with xtqU , if V ∈ D
and V � U (i.e., V ≤ U) then yVsV qclV ≤ clU ⇒ yVsV qclU .

Conversely, let {Sn : n ∈ (D,≥)} be a fuzzy net in A such that

Sn
−→
scxt. Then for any U ∈ FSO(X) with xtqU , there exists m ∈ D

such that n ≥ m⇒ SnqclU ⇒ AqclU (since Sn ∈ A). Hence xt ∈ [A]cs.
Remark 6.5. It is clear that an improved version of the converse of
the last theorem can be written as ”xt ∈ [A]cs if there exists a fuzzy
net in A with xt as a fuzzy sc-cluster point”.
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